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Guiding mechanisms in dielectric-core photonic-crystal optical waveguides
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We show that the main guiding mechanisms in dielectric-core photonic crystal optical waveguides are total
internal reflection and distributed Bragg reflection. We also show that by placing a slab of semiconductor
material between two photonic band gap~PBG! mirrors, we can obtain waveguide modes at frequencies out of
the photonic bandgap. These modes are similar to the modes of a conventional dielectric slab waveguide.
Using these modes, we can obtain very good coupling between a PBG waveguide and a dielectric slab
waveguide with similar slab properties.
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Photonic crystals1,2 have inspired a lot of interest recent
due to their potential for controlling the propagation of ligh
Photonic crystals with line defects can be used for guid
light. Several aspects of photonic-crystal waveguides h
been recently investigated.3,4 Guiding light through sharp
bends has been recently proposed5 and demonstrated a
microwave6 and optical7 frequencies. In all the proposals an
demonstrations of photonic bandgap~PBG! waveguides, the
guiding modes were restricted to the photonic bandgap
this paper, we show that there also exist some guiding mo
outside the photonic bandgap and explain their behavior.
also show that we can couple a conventional dielectric s
waveguide to a PBG waveguide with high transmission
efficient over a wide range of frequencies compared to
photonic bandgap.

In this work, we show that the properties of the fund
mental mode of a PBG waveguide can be understood as
result of total internal reflection~similar to a conventiona
dielectric slab waveguide! and distributed Bragg reflectio
~due to the presence of the photonic crystal!. We also show
that the range of efficient guiding in a PBG waveguide is
limited to the photonic bandgap. In other words, the prese
of an absolute photonic bandgap is not necessary for l
less guiding. The main limitation for the loss-less guiding
a PBG waveguide is the coupling of the guided mode
other nonconfined modes of the photonic-crystal claddi
The absence of photonic-crystal modes with the same
quency and wave vector as those of the guided mode,
necessary for loss-less guiding. Therefore, the main role
photonic bandgap in dielectric-core PBG waveguides is
provide a frequency range in which there are no other mo
that couple to the guided mode. The actual frequency ra
with this property is usually bigger than the absolute pho
nic bandgap. Having this fact in mind, we use the phr
‘‘PBG waveguide’’ to refer to the waveguides made by ge
erating a line defect in a photonic crystal without implyin
that the guiding mechanism is due to the photonic band
~PBG! itself.

Efficient coupling of light into and out of a PBG wave
guide ~for example, from an optical fiber! is important in
both performing experiments with PBG waveguides and
designing optical elements using photonic crystals. We sh
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in this paper that a dielectric slab waveguide can be coup
efficiently in a wide frequency range to a PBG wavegui
and vice versa. Methods for efficient coupling of light in
and out of a dielectric slab waveguide~from a fiber or from
free space! are well known. For example, tapered slab wav
guide can be used for optimizing the coupling efficienc
Therefore, our results suggest that we can use dielectric
waveguides for coupling light into and out of PB
waveguides as well as for connecting optical elements m
from photonic crystals.

The PBG waveguides in the previous reports5–7 were
made by removing one row of either air columns or diele
tric rods. We consider here a general type of PBG wavegu
by placing a thin slab of dielectric material between tw
PBG mirrors as shown in Fig. 1. By choosing the slab thic
ness~d! appropriately, we can obtain single mode propag
tion in the waveguide. The photonic crystal we use throu
out this paper is a two-dimensional square lattice of infin
air columns in gallium arsenide~GaAs! as shown in Fig. 1.
The radius of the air holes~r! is 45% of the lattice period~a!
to assure the existence of a photonic bandgap for TE mo
~electric field parallel to the axis of the air columns!. To
analyze the guiding structures, we used a computer c
based on the two-dimensional finite difference time dom
method.8

Figure 2~a! shows the dispersion diagram for the T
mode of the PBG waveguide shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2~b!
shows the electric-field pattern of this mode at three differ
frequencies. The results shown in Fig. 2 were calculated
ing an order-N spectral method.9 In the calculations of this
paper, the speed of light in vacuum~c! is normalized to 1,
and all spatial dimensions are in the units of calculation ce
The computational domain we used to calculate the disp
sion diagram and mode patterns is shown in Figure 2~b!. We
used Bloch boundary conditions on the left and right sid
and perfectly matched layers~PML!10 on the top and bottom
of the structure. Note that there is an extra GaAs layer
tween the PBG and PML on both the top and bottom of
structure. The parameters of the structure are summarize
the captions of Fig. 2.

The mode shown in Fig. 2 is a confined mode with
energy concentrated mainly in the middle slab region at
frequencies in the middle of the photonic band@Fig. 2~a!#.
The mode is lossy at both band edges. We have also sh
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 033308
the dispersion curve of the fundamental TE mode~with elec-
tric field normal to the calculation plane! of a conventional
dielectric slab waveguide with the same slab thicknessd
59) and permittivity~e512.96! as those of the middle sla
of the PBG waveguide. The region above and below the s
in the dielectric slab waveguide is assumed to be aire
51). The dispersion curve of the slab waveguide mode
Fig. 2~a! is restricted to the first Brillouin zone of the sla
waveguide with imposed artificial spatial periodicity th
same as that of the photonic-crystal waveguide. As Fig. 2~a!
shows, the PBG waveguide mode has a similar disper
diagram to the slab waveguide mode. The dispersion cu
of the TE slab mode of the PBG waveguide becomes m
similar to that of the fundamental mode of a slab wavegu
with d59 if we replace the air cladding regions (e251)
with a material with average permittivityeave5e1
2p(r /a)2(e12e2)55.35 as shown in Fig. 2~a!. The differ-
ence between the dispersion diagrams of the two mode
due to the higher confinement of the PBG waveguide m
that is the result of the presence of the PBG mirrors~instead
of a continuous dielectric! on both sides of the middle slab

Figure 2 shows the possibility of low-loss guiding out
the photonic bandgap in the PBG waveguide. Furtherm
the similarity between properties of the dielectric-core PB
waveguide and the dielectric slab waveguide with aver
cladding permittivity (eave55.35) suggests that total intern
reflection plays an important role in the dielectric-core PB
waveguide, especially for guiding out of the absolute pho
nic bandgap. The possibility of guiding out of the absolu
photonic bandgap in a PBG waveguide can be also bri
implied from the work of Meadeet al.11 However, Meade
et al.attributed the guiding mechanism in the plane of pro
gation completely to the PBG effect. It is important to no
that both total internal reflection and reflection due to
presence of the photonic crystal are present for the gu

FIG. 1. Connection of a dielectric slab waveguide to a PB
waveguide. The PBG waveguide is made by putting a dielec
slab of thicknessd between two PBG mirrors. Each PBG mirror
composed of three periods of a square lattice of air columns in
same dielectric as the middle slab. The period of the photonic c
tal and the radius of the air columns are equal toa and r, respec-
tively. For all structures analyzed in this paper,r /a50.45 is used.
In the theoretical analysis of this paper,a524 andd59 calculation
cells are used. Furthermore, perfectly matched layers are
around the structure~left, right, top, and bottom!. We also put a thin
layer ~10 calculation cells! of either dielectric or air between th
PBG and PML on top and bottom of the structure. The dielec
used in this paper is GaAs (e1512.96).
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mode. However, our results suggest that the role of to
internal reflection is dominant for the dielectric-core PB
waveguide under consideration.

There are two major differences between the modes
PBG waveguide and those of a corresponding dielectric s
waveguide. First of all, the periodic structure in the guidi
direction~on the top and bottom of the slab region! in a PBG
waveguide causes distributed Bragg reflection~DBR!. This
results in the flattening of the dispersion diagram~as also
shown in Refs. 12 and 13! of the slab mode of the PBG
waveguide at the high-symmetry pointX (Kxa5p). The
second main difference between the PBG waveguide m
and the slab waveguide mode is that the former has s
loss at low and high frequencies due to the coupling of
ergy to the modes that propagate in the photonic crysta
there are some extended modes of the photonic crystal a
same frequency~and the sameKx! as the guided mode, an

ic

e
s-

ed

c

FIG. 2. Properties of the PBG waveguide mode.~a! Dispersion
diagram of the modes of a PBG waveguide and a dielectric s
waveguide with equal slab thickness~d59 calculation cells! and
permittivities~e512.96!. The cladding region of the slab waveguid
is either air~e51! or a material with permittivityeave55.35 equal to
the averagee of the PBG mirrors in the PBG waveguide. The PB
waveguide has the same specifications as those in the captio
Fig. 1 with a thin~10 calculation cells! GaAs on top and bottom o
the PBG mirrors. The bandgap of the photonic crystal covers fr
va/(2pc)50.216 to va/(2pc)50.248 as shown by the dotte
lines. ~b! Electric-field pattern of the TE mode~electric field paral-
lel to axis of the air columns! in the PBG waveguide at differen
frequencies.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 033308
if these extended modes can couple to the guided mode
PBG waveguide will become lossy, even though the con
tion for total internal reflection is still valid. Such extende
cladding modes do not exist in a dielectric slab wavegu
resulting in a wider frequency range for low-loss guidin
For the PBG waveguide analyzed here, this loss is neglig
for a range of frequencies@0.204,va/(2pc),0.267# that
is larger than the photonic bandgap@0.216,va/(2pc)
,0.248#.

As Fig. 2 suggests, the field pattern of the PBG wa
guide mode is similar to that of the slab waveguide. The
fore, we expect very good coupling between the t
waveguides over a relatively wide frequency range. Figur
shows the electric-field pattern of a TE mode~electric field
parallel to the axis of the air columns! at the intersection
between a slab waveguide and a PBG waveguide with s
lar slab thicknesses and permittivities. The field patterns
Fig. 3 were calculated using a constant frequency Huyg
source14 to excite the fundamental TE mode~electric field
normal to the calculation plane! in the slab waveguide atx
5x0 . The frequency of the source used in this calculat
was va/(2pc)50.258, which is out of the bandgap. W
chose the thickness of the slab~d! small enough to obtain
single mode propagation in both the PBG waveguide and
slab waveguide at this frequency. This is an important cr
rion for practical applications. The PBG waveguide mode
this frequency~even though it is out of the photonic ban
gap! has very low loss since it is well confined in the sl
region. To calculate the transmission spectrum from the s
waveguide to the PBG waveguide, we used a pulsed H
gens source to excite the fundamental TE mode in the
waveguide atx5x0 in Fig. 3. We calculated the spectrum
the power transmitted through the PBG waveguide by tak
the Fourier transform of the fields and then integrating
Poynting vector over a surface of 60 calculation cells c
tered at the middle of the PBG slab atx5x1 in Fig. 3. The
power transmission coefficient was then calculated as
ratio of the transmitted and incident powers. Figure 4 sho
the power transmission coefficient~from the slab waveguide
to the PBG waveguide! versus frequency for the waveguid
connection shown in Fig. 3. As Fig. 4 shows, it is possible

FIG. 3. Electric-field pattern of the TE mode~electric field par-
allel to axis of the air columns! for the intersection of a dielectric
slab waveguide and a PBG waveguide with equal slab thicknes
The specifications of the waveguides are the same as those in F
The normalized frequency of the source isva/(2pc)50.258,
which is out of the photonic bandgap of the photonic crystal.
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have a high transmission coefficient between a slab wa
guide and a PBG waveguide over a relatively wide range
frequencies corresponding to the range of frequencies o
which the PBG waveguide mode has very low loss. T
minimum transmission atva/(2pc).0.18 as well as the
variations~or ripples! of the transmission coefficient in th
high transmission region, is due to the distributed Bra
reflection ~DBR! of the guiding mode from the periodi
structures on the top and bottom of the slab region. T
smaller transmission coefficient at the higher frequenc
@va/(2pc).0.28# is due to the excitation of other modes
the PBG structure that are lossy. These modes attenua
they propagate along the PBG waveguide. As Fig. 4 sho
putting air instead of GaAs on top and bottom of the ent
PBG waveguide~between the PBG mirrors and the PML!
will affect the smaller peak@at va/(2pc).0.295# in the
transmission coefficient. Our calculation also showed t
this smaller peak depends on the number of PBG layers u
on the top and the bottom of the middle slab. However,
high transmission behavior at middle frequencies is not s
nificantly influenced by either the number of PBG mirr
layers or the material at the top and bottom of the structu
This is due to the fact that for these frequencies, the mod
well confined and is not influenced by the structure far fro
the slab region.

Figure 5 shows the power transmission spectra from
slab waveguide to a PBG waveguide for two different PB
waveguide lengths~10a and 20a!. The high power transmis
sion coefficient out of the bandgap for both cases is ano
indication of the guiding with low loss out of the bandga
since the transmission coefficient of a lossy mode is redu
considerably by doubling the waveguide length. Note t
the location of the minimum atva/(2pc).0.18 is the same
for both cases in Fig. 5, while the transmission spectrum
the longer waveguide has more ripples in the high transm
sion region. This can be explained by attributing the tra
mission minimum atva/(2pc).0.18 to DBR.

Our results suggest that the two important physi
mechanisms for guiding light in PBG waveguides are~1!
total internal reflection~due to the index contrast betwee

es.
. 1.

FIG. 4. Spectrum of power transmission coefficient from a
electric slab waveguide to a PBG waveguide with similar slab pr
erties. The solid curve and the dotted curve show the power tr
mission coefficients for the cases where there is a GaAs or an
buffer layer on top and bottom of the PBG mirrors~between the
PBG mirrors and the PML!, respectively. The thicknesses of bo
buffer layers are 10 calculation cells.
8-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 033308
middle slab and cladding! and ~2! distributed Bragg reflec-
tion ~due to the presence of the photonic crystal!. Similar
mechanisms are responsible for guiding in photonic-cry
fibers,15 which have a periodic array of holes. The
photonic-crystal fibers come in two varieties:~1! fibers
whose symmetry has been broken by replacing the cen
hole with glass to create a high index defect, and~2! fibers
whose symmetry has been broken by replacing the cen
hole with a larger hole. In the former case, guiding
achieved by total internal reflection as the average index
the dielectric region with the holes~the cladding region! is
less than that in the central filled region~or core region!.16

Although the general guiding mechanisms in planar P
waveguides and photonic-crystal fibers are similar, there
two major differences between the two types of waveguid
First, the plane of discrete periodicity of the two-dimension
photonic crystal is perpendicular to the guiding direction
photonic-crystal fibers while it includes the direction
propagation in planar PBG waveguides. In other words, p
nar PBG waveguides have discrete periodicity in the guid
direction while photonic-crystal fibers do not. As a resu
DBR in the guiding direction is always present in PB
waveguides while it is not present in photonic-crystal fibe

The second difference between planar PBG wavegu
and photonic-crystal fibers is the confinement of light
air-core structures. Light is well confined in the core of
air-core photonic-crystal fiber, since the plane of tw
dimensional periodicity of the photonic crystal is perpe

FIG. 5. Spectra of power transmission coefficients from a
electric slab waveguide to two PBG waveguides with lengths
10a and 20a, respectively. The buffer layers on top and bottom
the PBG mirrors~between the PBG mirrors and the PML! in both
cases are assumed to be air.
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dicular to the direction of propagation. On the other ha
the photonic crystal in a planar PBG waveguide can o
help confine the light in one perpendicular direction~com-
pared to the guiding direction!, since the plane of periodicity
includes the propagation direction. In dielectric-core PB
waveguides, the confinement in the third direction is p
vided by total internal reflection. On the other hand, sin
air-core PBG waveguides have a low index core, there is
confinement by total internal reflection. This explains w
previous experimental work in planar photonic-crystal op
cal waveguides has been performed using dielectric-c
waveguides. Therefore, we limited our attention in this pa
to dielectric-core photonic-crystal optical waveguides.

The results of this paper prove the possibility of guidi
in PBG waveguides out of the photonic bandgap. We beli
that this fact must be considered in interpreting the exp
mental results regarding the PBG waveguides. In ot
words, we should not interpret any evidence of the guiding
PBG waveguides to the guiding modes inside the photo
bandgap. For example, some experimental results for the
sign of bends using photonic-crystal optical waveguides h
been recently reported.7 The results of this paper suggest th
the low experimental transmission through the bends in
reported experiments, could be due to the guided modes
of the photonic bandgap that are not efficiently transmitted
waveguide bends.

In conclusion, we showed that there exist some guid
modes in PBG waveguides outside the photonic bandg
These modes are similar to the conventional slab waveg
modes, and are efficiently guided over a frequency ra
larger than the photonic bandgap. The properties of th
modes are the results of total internal reflection and D
from the periodic structure in the guiding direction. We al
showed that we can obtain efficient power transmission fr
a slab waveguide to a PBG waveguide over a relativ
wide frequency range. This is a very important result as
suggests that we can make optical elements using sectio
PBG waveguides and using slab waveguides to efficie
connect different PBG optical elements. The results are
nificant in explaining the experimental results regarding P
waveguides.
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